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n The Invisible Bridge: The Fall of Nixon and the Rise of Reagan, Rick Perlstein splits 

Americans of that recent period into two “tribes.” 

One comprised the suspicious circles, which had once been small, but now 

were exceptionally broad, who considered the self-evident lesson of the 

1960s and the low, dishonest war that defined the decade to be the 

imperative to question authority, unsettle ossified norms, and expose 

dissembling leaders. 

The other tribe “found another lesson to be self-evident: never break faith with God’s 

chosen nation.” 

In his now classic 1931 work, The Brown Decades: A Study of the Arts in America 1865-

1895, Lewis Mumford split Americans into short-sighted opportunists and those few artists 

and intellectuals with integrity. 

Living itself in post-Civil War America was an uphill job; living well, living 

with integrity, living for the sake of ideas—these things required exceptional 

stamina and intellectual hardihood. 

Make no doubt of it: those who stayed behind needed either a double 

thickness of skin, or they needed the narrow convictions and the faith in the 

immediate activities of the country that the industrialist exhibited. Failing 

such toughness, most of them were forced to retreat into a private world that 

received little sustenance from the community immediately around them. 

How could they do otherwise? Conjure up the sordid parade of cut-throats, 

business gamblers, political mercenaries, short-sighted industrialists, sporting 

dandies, and demagogic religious preachers who claimed the spotlight during 

this period. 

In my pre-Reagan and hardly brown (!), Baby Boom American youth there was a 

split—or pitched battle—between those (liberal students) who called upon America—the 

government and society—to live up to its ideals, and those (in the business and white 

working classes) who felt their ideals and self interests threatened by this call. The latters’ 
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ideal was the “American Dream”: economic prosperity (in the sense of more and more 

money and things) and the opportunity for subsequent generations to enjoy more of this 

prosperity than their parents had. (I.e. growth in GNP and in real wages.) As for the liberal 

students, as Abraham Lincoln had long before them, they resurrected the Declaration of 

Independence as a, or the, seminal text. And thus they privileged the idea that all Americans 

were created equal. And thus it was not just that “I” should be able to make more money 

than my parents; every American should have an equal chance at happiness and, at an 

extreme, the opportunity to define “happiness” as he or she wished. 

A point to stress in 2015 is that—even as they were being spied on by the police and 

FBI and denounced as radicals—the young idealists not only challenged but also 

underestimated the staying power of their adversaries. This included underestimating the 

large part of the American political and economic tradition that has little to do with 

egalitarianism and a great deal to do with a large-landholding and money-holding few 

getting—and continuing to get—the many landless (enslaved and “free”) to help them make, 

not an egalitarian democracy, but a republic. A republic in which the interests of property 

come first, in which happiness itself has come to be defined as having to do with how much 

money you are making. (Or, secondarily, as being able to purchase the products and services 

that are making the rich rich.) 

We might now take heart in the possibility that this underestimating may be coming 

to an end (however temporary this end may prove). In 1969 I was disciplined by my ninth-

grade civics teacher for calling the class’s attention to student leader Tom Hayden’s Rebellion 

and Repression. In my son’s ninth-grade history class, he is being taught some version of the 

money-dominated view of American history; taught that our glorious revolution was fought 

for and chiefly benefited the fortunate few on the tops of the various colonial heaps. 

On my own, I encounter any number of books—Bernard Bailyn’s The Barbarous Years 

and William Hogeland’s Founding Finance come quickly to mind—that detail the class warfare 

(broadly defined) that lies near the heart—or that is the heart—of the “American 

experiment.” For example, from Hogeland: 

Each [Revolutionary War] general received $10,000 worth of bonds. Average 

family income at the time was under $200 per year. The founding American 

military officer class suddenly became wealthy gentlemen, investors, creditors 

of the United States, linked to federal purposes. . . . Only officers’ pay was at 

issue—not the soldiers’. The men got only $200-300 in bonds. . . . 

Addressing real back pay for the men was put off until the final settlement 

among the states and Congress. That ended up meaning never. 

 

hen times are bad, intellectuals find comfort in the idea that human history is, or 

could be, cyclical. And so we may now note that some of the most corrupt and 

dispiriting phases of American history have been followed by more progressive, split-
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mending periods. (When the powers-that-are realize that they need “the people” to fight 

their wars, operate and program their machines, buy their products and services, pay their 

rents?) 
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“Don’t Touch My Artists” photograph, above right, is by Liza Bear and from a January 10, 

2015 “Je Suis Charlie” rally in New York. It illustrated an excellent commentary, Editors, not 

terrorists, killed U.S. political cartoonists (Ted Rall, The Villager, January 22, 2015). Rall 

writes: 

Gunmen could never kill four political cartoonists in an American newspaper 

office because no paper in the U.S. employs two, much less four, staff 

political cartoonists — the number who died on Jan. 7 in Paris. . . . American 

editors and publishers have never been as willing to publish satire, whether in 

pictures or in words, as their European counterparts. But things have gone 

from bad to apocalyptic in the last 30 years. . . . Most media outlets are 

owned by corporations, not private owners. Publicly traded companies are 

risk-averse. Executives prefer to publish boring/safe content that won’t 

generate complaints from advertisers or shareholders, much less force them 

to hire extra security guards. . . . The next time you hear editors pretending to 

stand up for freedom of expression, ask them if they employ a cartoonist. 


